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When we visit our doctors seeking help to overcome problems with our mental health 
we assume there is good evidence-based research for the treatments they may offer 
us. But that isn’t necessarily the case. Professor David Healy, a leading expert in 
pharmacology, spoke recently at a global health conference in Aberdeen. He 
questioned the value of prescribing antidepressants to teenagers – 45% of the under 
18s are currently prescribed fluoxetine – when the clinical evidence showed they 
caused more harm than good. Dr Jane Morris, a consultant psychiatrist at 
Aberdeen’s Cornhill Hospital, was quick to refute this by saying that studies showed 
the drugs can be the most effective treatment for young people with depression. She 
talked of the importance of seeing whether the benefits outweighed the risks. 
Psychiatry has indeed been telling the public of the effectiveness of mind and brain-
altering drugs for conditions like depression and anxiety but they have been less 
forthcoming about the widespread manipulation and burying of negative drug trial 
data in some cases leading to massive fraud, the $2 billion GlaxoSmithKline health 
care fraud settlement in 2011 deemed the largest in US history being a prime 
example. 
 
The practice of “ghost writing” articles published in medical journals appears to be 
endemic and further keeps the public from knowing the truth. A study published in 
the Journal of Clinical Epidemiology in 20161 revealed that a third of meta-analyses 
of antidepressant studies were written by pharmaceutical employees and that they 
were 22 times less likely than other meta-studies to show negative outcomes about 
the drugs. 
 
There is research, however, that is less keen to toe the pro-pharmaceutical line. 
From a 2004 paper, “Efficacy and safety of antidepressants for children and 
adolescents”2, statements such as “results make a major benefit from newer 
antidepressants unlikely”, and “serious adverse effects with newer antidepressants 
are common enough to be detected in randomised controlled trials raises serious 
concerns about their potential for harm”, give a less rosy picture for antidepressant 
prescribing in this age group. And concerns are expressed for “biased reporting and 
overconfident recommendations” which “mislead doctors, patients and families”. In a 
2005 study titled “Wishful thinking: antidepressant drugs in childhood depression”, 3 
we see further worrying issues raised; “Reasons for the increasing rates of use are 
likely to include heavy promotion of both medication and illness, distortion of the 
publicised data related to safety and efficacy, under estimation by clinicians of the 
importance of the placebo response”. In addition the Yellow Card system for 
reporting adverse drug reactions is “subject to underreporting, misleading and flawed 
analysis”. Disturbingly, given that fluoxetine is the only antidepressant recommended 
in the UK for children 8 years and older they discovered a “lack of statistical 
advantage of fluoxetine over placebo”. The authors concluded that in the “perceived 
need to ‘do something’” the Hippocratic injunction to “do no harm” may be forgotten. 
In a reanalysis4 of data from Study 329, a clinical study originally funded by 
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SmithKlineBeecham from 1994 to 1997 into the efficacy of paroxetine and 
imipramine in treating adolescent depression, researchers found exaggerated 
efficacy and undisclosed harms. Some of the most important information was buried 
in the appendices in which suicide attempts were misrepresented as “emotional 
lability” or “worsening depression”. People may remember the BBC Panorama’s 
“Secrets of Seroxat” and “Emails from the Edge” after which the MHRA advised 
against prescribing SSRI antidepressants to the under 18s. 
 
For children, or indeed adults, to see themselves only through the lens of mental 
illness can only be counterproductive, it does nothing to address the underlying 
reasons for their distress. As Natasha Devon5 formerly appointed children’s mental 
health champion by the Department of Education in England put it so aptly: “If a child 
is being bullied and they have the symptoms of depression because they are being 
bullied, what they need is for the bullying to stop. They need to feel safe again. They 
don’t necessarily need antidepressants or therapy”. They certainly don’t need the 
adverse side-effects of taking antidepressants the possibility of suicide being one of 
them as highlighted in an analysis6 of 70 trials of the most common antidepressants 
which found they doubled the risk of suicide and aggression in the under 18s, 
something already partly acknowledged by the 2004 FDA “black box” warning for all 
antidepressants about risk of suicidal thoughts and behaviour in young people. And 
no one is asking about the likelihood of suffering permanent sexual dysfunction after 
being prescribed antidepressants in childhood. 
 
The prescribed harm community know only too well the resulting neuropsychiatric 
damage from antidepressants or indeed any of the other prescribed psychotropic 
medications, and it is increasingly left to them to challenge the perceived wisdom on 
what we know about their efficacy. In a quote attributed to Stephen Hawking but 
likely from the historian, Daniel J. Boorstin; “The greatest enemy of knowledge is not 
ignorance, it is the illusion of knowledge”. We need to challenge the illusion that we 
are presented with all the facts, that we are apprised of all the risks and for that we 
need “duty of candour”. 
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